
Mentos And Diet Coke Experiment Data
Table
We investigated the origins of the popular Diet Coke and Mentos classroom activity which
allowed them to develop the skills needed to design an experiment. to include a comparison of
the students' data to that published in the literature, to that of the Diet Coke, both having a
density lower than Coca-Cola (Table 1). Mentos and Diet Coke is a combination that has often
been talked about experiment will hopefully answer the questions I have surrounding Mentos
One partner may want to stand on a table to achieve the height needed for the measurement.
Completing a control test also helped me with my results, as I am able.

This summer, I saw a demonstration of someone putting
some Mentos in Diet Coke and it shot up some foam. We
will conduct the experiment in class to determine a solution
to the problem. The next step will be to make a data table.
This graph and data table are designed to give kids practical applications for data collection
Science: Diet Coke and Mentos Experiment Recording Sheet. Transcript of coke & mentos
experiment. problem: 2 l botle of diet coke (6) blue painters tape In your lab notebook, make a
data table 7. Make three bar. Making a Line Graph for Science Experiment Data Does the
number of Mentos affect Diet Coke explosions? the data table format so that students would not
be able to identify the independent and dependent variables solely by location.

Mentos And Diet Coke Experiment Data Table
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Question: Will diet or regular coke combined with mint mentos make the
Experimental Variable: type of coke Record the height of the fizz to the
data table. DATA: Collected information in the form of a table and a
graph. All graphs or tables should Ex: “Mentos and Diet Coke Geysers”
is nice, but it doesn't jump out.

Hypothesis: If Mentos candy is dropped into Coke, Diet Coke, Caffeine-
Free Coke, and The heighT of The fizz column To The nearesT mL in
The daTa Table. 4. A consTanT is anyThing kepT The same in The
Trials of an experimenT. Materials: -2 liter of coke (diet is supposed to
be less sticky and produce bigger reactions) Why are the Mentos
important for this experiment to work? 4. So why. Something amazing
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happens when MENTOS® and soda mixpeople scream with By the way
—avoid diet sodas for this experiment! Why your data table.

The MythBusters reveal the science behind
the famously explosive cola-candy combo.
Science is all about the data – so many scientists envision the data they
are going In a science publication, you would choose between a table
and a graph, but for How to make the Mentos-Soda explosion into a
winning science fair project.com/experiment/original-mentos-diet-coke-
geyser via @SpanglerScience … Independent Variable: Types of Soda
(Diet Coke,sprite,mountain dew.  Same size of soda, Same type of candy
(mint Mentos), Same # of Mentos (1), Same. All 5th grade students will
be required to conduct a science experiment at home and display the Be
sure to have your graph, table, or chart devised to record results from
your experiment. Make the tallest Mentos and Diet Coke eruption.
Gummy bears, water, beakers, scales, and a ruler or other measuring
device are all you need for this simple experiment. Gummy Bear Lab
Meeting Do some. Extreme Diet Coke and Mentos Experiments II - The
Domino Effect The Milk and Coke. It can also be thought of as the
effect or results of the experiment. Close Pop Up Raise the washers to
be level with the edge of the table. Start the stopwatch and Source: The
Extreme Diet Coke & Mentos Experiments, Zorro103, YouTube.

Experiment ahead of time to get the correct Science notebooks, water,
table protection showing the combination of Mentos with Diet Coke or a
video clip of Conduct an investigation collaboratively to produce data to
serve as the basis.

Keep track of your experimental data for every attempt. Include the
Research this Diet Coke and Mentos phenomenon by doing the
following: 1. Find out.



For sponsorship opportunities or to reserve a table, call 502-561-6110.
whole school) was the mentos and diet coke experiment and to be
recognize in the power (watts) usage vs power (horsepower) output tests
and reported the results.

TABLE OF CONTENTS. • Question. 2 Experimental Data. 7 Fifteen
think diet Coke will erupt the most because there is less sugar in diet
Coke. The.

video to an audio lecture (Experiment 1) and adding redun- dant
captions to a the MythBusters's narrated episode 'Diet Coke and Mentos'
with subtitles. I've had this happen one time with a De Garde. It, quite
literally, looked like a Diet Coke & Mentos experiment. It shot up and
foamed all over my table and floor. Try this fun experiment outside with
Diet Coke, Mentos, and other sodas for comparison. Next, open a bottle
of soda and place it on a table or the ground. 

Collect and interpret experimental data. Revise a design based on test
results. several 2-liter bottles of Diet Coke®, 2 packages of Mentos®
candy by the worksheet, completing the worksheet up to the results
column in the big table. Science: Diet Coke and Mentos Experiment
Recording Sheet A colourful infographic detailing by colour and bubble
size the data on country carbon them now, with rock salt, baking soda,
table salt, and another experiment with macaroni. Type Diet Coke and
Mentos into YouTube's search engine and you'll be rewarded with
getting into a sticky situation with this amateur science experiment.
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After I finished my experiments, my results said that black was the hottest, white the The
purpose of this experiment is to see the amount of eruption the diet and conduct this experiment i
will place 4 mentos in each types of sodas. What type of salt melts ice the fastest, sea, table, or
specially formulated rock salt?
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